Body Language Game

Three Games in One

Improve your...
- Emotional Intelligence
- Negotiation Skills
- Presentation Skills
Game 1:

More Emotional Intelligence:

• Recognize quickly **How People Feel**
• Understand people’s **True Intentions**
• **Respond** More Effectively to non-verbal communication

What is...

Body Language that shows your client is interested?
Game 2:

Stronger Negotiation Skills:

• Obtain **Crucial Information** without having to ask questions
• Immediately **Identify the Needs** of your Clients
• **Close More Deals** by knowing what to say and when to say it
Game 3:

Improved Presentation Skills:

- Use the **Power Positions** of the Best Presenters
- Learn how to attract High-Level **Attention**
- **Connect** on a deeper level with your Target Audience
Each Body Language Game

Contains:

- 90 Body Language Interpretation Cards
- 18 Task Cards
- A comprehensive ONLINE interpretations course
- More tips on how to use the Interpretation Cards
- Game demonstrations
- Connect with other players near you
- A surprise bonus
Certified Representatives in 15 countries. You receive Reports with Measurable Results and ROI.

We teach only proven science.

1 hour **Keynote**

or

1 day **Training**

To improve:

- Emotional Intelligence
- Presentations Skills
- Negotiation Skills
- Interview Strategies

Certified Representatives in 15 countries.

You receive Reports with Measurable Results and ROI.

We teach only proven science.

As Featured On:

Request a Quote
Our other products:

1. **Micro Expressions Training Videos**
   - World’s first program with real-time Videos teaching How To Recognize Emotions on Faces

2. **Apply Body Language to Lead Effective Conversations™**
   - & get to faster to “Yes” with the BLINK Conversation Technique™

3. **International Certifications as Practitioner, Coach and Trainer**

4. **101 Body Language Interpretations Training**

5. **The Micro Expressions Book for Business**
   - Best Seller on Amazon.com
Patryk Wezowski & Kasia Wezowski

Founders of the Center for Body Language, the World’s #1 Body Language Training for Business:

• Founders of the #1 Body Language Training for Business
• Best Selling Authors of “The Micro Expressions Book for Business” and 2 other books
• Every month analyzing celebrities in international media (CBS, Fox, Forbes, ...)
• Creators of the world’s first and only Micro Expressions Training with Videos
• Founders of the first International Certification standard for Body Language Practitioners and Micro Expressions Practitioners
• Local Representatives in over 15 countries
• Thought Leaders and Developers of a unique Body Language methodology tailored for business people
Give a **gift** for your employees with 

**Your Company Logo**

For orders of 100+ Body Language Games

*Your Company Logo* will be visible on:

- The Box
- The Backside of all cards

This is the perfect gift for all your

- Sales professionals
- Recruiters
- Managers
- Customer Facing Employees
Design Your Own Cards:

Our next Extension Pack will consist of the best ideas of all players around the world.

Send us your idea or design. If your idea is selected, your card will be soon available with your name credited and your name on the card.
Micro Expressions

Extension Pack:
Discover How to Recognize Emotions on Faces

Gain a decisive advantage in every negotiation by being able to see what somebody feels.

Play advanced games with the 26 most common variations of 7 basic emotions.
Buy now
$49,99 / €47,99

www.BodyLanguageGames.com
16 Sample Cards

Taste a simple version of the Body Language Game
Simple Game Rules for 16 Sample Cards

For 2 Players

1. Distribute 7 Interpretation Cards to each player.
2. The first player starts by taking one Task Card and putting it on the table, making it immediately visible and reading it aloud.
3. Both players then quickly choose 1 Interpretation Card that they think best matches the Task Card. This card is immediately placed on the table facing upwards.
4. The player who is quickest to put a matching Interpretation Card on the table wins this round and keeps the Task Card.
   • If the fastest player’s Interpretation Card is an inaccurate answer to the task, the second fastest player is selected as the winner.
   • If both players answer correctly with equal speed, the Task Card stays on the table and the winner of the next round will be awarded the Task Card.
5. The second player uncovers the Task Card for the next round.
6. The player who wins both Task Cards wins the game.

Note:
This is a very simple version of the Body Language Game. The complete Game is a lot more fun and more challenging.
Body Language Game

Buy now
$49.99 / €47.99

www.BodyLanguageGames.com